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이 연구는 동아일보사와 인촌 기념회 가 주관하는 제 1■회 

동아 자연 과학 장려금에 의하여 행하였다.

（1969. 8. 12접수）

요 약

액체의 상태 합을 유도하여 여 러 가지 액체들에 적용하여 열역 학적 성 질들과 점 성 도를 계 산하여 측정 치 와의 좋은 

일치를 보았다. 그리고 이 상태합을 써서 여러 성분으로 된 액체 용액의 상태합을 얻었으며, 나아가서 액체 용액 

에서의 화학 반응 속도를 구할 수 있음을 보였다.

I. The reaction rate in liquid solution.

Kinetic studies of chemical reactions are usually 
based upon either a collision theory or an absolute 
reaction rate theory. Because of an advanced knowle
dge on the gaseous state, chemical reactions in the 
gaseous state have comparatively well developed. 
Reactions in the liquid, however, di任er markedly 
from those in the gas phase because of the presence 
of solvent molecules, which are ah矿ays in intimate 
contact with the reactants and, in fact, often interact 
strongly with them.

Recently, A. M. North⑴ has studied collision theory 

in liquids. However, a lot of di伍cult problems are 
unsolved in application of the theory to the actural 
chemical reactions.

The application of the absolute reaction rate theory 
to reactions in liquid solution is simple and can be 
reduced to collision theory. The major problem enco- 
unted in the application of the theory is that the pr
operties of liquid should be given from molecular 
levels. If the properties can be given statistically from 
molecular levels, that is, if an accurate partition fu
nction of the liquid can be derived, it is theoretically 
possible to calculate the absolute rates ：of the reaction 
in the liquid solution.
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The reaction between the reactants in the liquid 
solution can be thought of as occuring in three well- 
defind stages; (1) diffusion of initially separated reactant 
molecules to become neighbors, (2) the actual chemical 
transformation, and(3) di任usion of the products away 
from each other. Diffusion in a liquid has an activa
tion energy which is less than the one accompanying 
the actual chemical transformation. The step(2) is co
nsequently the rate-determining one for the most rea
ctions between the dissolved substances.

Considering the above fact, H. Eyring(2) derived a 
rate equation for the reaction in the liquid solution. 
The specific rate constant, k, of the 음eneral reaction

A+B-fCh-一혹+ N+O + —X+Y+Z + , 
where is a activated complex, N, O,......  are
intermediates and X, Y, Z......  are the final products,
is given by the expression

k—(r kT /a/b/c*"
(〒床方。…

n being a tranrsmission coefficient. In deriving equ- 
ation(l), a chemical equilibrium between the reactants 
and the activavted complex, including the intermedia
tes, is considered. K혹 is the equilibrium constant and 
f s are the activity coefficients of the respective spe
cies, both of which are obtainable according to the 
statistical thermodynamics only if we can develope the 
partition functions of 나le liquids. That is;

Qm于QnQo… 
OaQbQc …

(1)

(2)

where Q's are the total partition function for the res
pective liquid except QU, which is the partition fu
nction minus the translational degree of freedom in 
the reaction coordinate and corrected the zero level 
of energy to coincide with the ones for the reactants. 
The activity coefficients, £'s, are given by the foll
owing expressions：

In a^-
"ffi....................

—(SA \P-i—(r )X (JTli Jt、V, nJ^ni
where i—A, B,...... , N, O,....... . In the above eq
uations, ait ci, !사 and 卩are activity, concentration, 
chemical potential and chemical potential at unit acti
vity for component i, respectively. Helmholtz frem 
energy for the solution, A, in equation(5) can be 

(3)
(4)

(5)

found from the partition function for the solution,
i. e.,

A=~kT In .. ......................................................
In this paper the partition function for the liquid 

is developed, which is the fundamental process for 
the theoretical derivation of chemical kinetics in the 
liquid solution.

II. Theory of liquid Structure.

A. Introduction.

It is very difficult to 응ive a complete statistical 
mechanical description of liquids, since every molecule 
in liquids is in continuous interaction with a number 
of other molecules, and the molecules are partially 
ordered, i. e., neither regulary as in a solid nor at 
random as in a gas.

For the description of liquids, there are two fund
amental ways. The one is the radial distribution fun
ction theory developed by J. G. Kirkwccd et 诚⑴. 

Although the theory is formal, the ma바］ematical 
complication restricts the actual application of the 
theory scarcely to a simple liquid such as argon.

The other is a model approach, in which liquid 
model is visualized at first, and then transcripted into 
a mathematical form. Some of the model approaches 
to the liquid are free volume theories⑷，quasi-lattice 
theories⑴，and the significant structure theory devel
oped by H. EyringW). Among the theories 나le last 
one is very useful for the actual application to the 
various physical properties of the liquids.

Recently, the significant structure theory has been 
modified by S. Chang et 사，⑺ and has been corrected 
some of the theoretical defects in it by H. Pak, W. 
Ahn and S. Chang⑴，which is named as the transi
ent state theory of significant liquid structure.

A new formulation of the partition function, ho
wever, should be done to draw out the physical pic
ture of the liquid more clearly.

B. The formulation of 바禮 partition function.

The experimental data of X ray diffraction⑼ indi
cate that the arrangement of the m시ec니es in the liq
uid keeps 나】ort range order with about the same int- 
ermolecular distance in the solid, though about ten 
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percent volume increment is observed when the solid 
undergoes a phase change to form the liquid.

From these experimental facts, it can be assumed 
that N(V — V^)/Vs of molecular size holes are introd
uced at randcm in one mole of the liquid, where N is 
Avogadro's number, V and Vs are the molar volume 
of the liquid at the temperature under consideration 
and the one of the solid at the triple point, respectively. 
The random introduction of V— holes into
one m이e of the s시id to become the liquid requires 
about the same energy with the one of the sublimation 
of NQV-V^/V molecules, Vs)/K where
Es is the molar sublimation energy. Therefore, the 
average ground state energy for the liquid molecules 

becomes —Es + E$( V — Vs)/V，while that for the 
solid molecules is ~ES, being taken the energy zero 
as the energy the molecules have when they are infi
nitely separated and at rest.

All the liquid molecules should not exist in the 
same energy state because of the holes introduced 
among the molecules. Since the 一 Vs)/Vs h이es 
are distributed at random among the N molecules,

/ N
N(矿-矿s)/ • 0志Y三五:Vs)/ V

Ks 
molecules can jump into them.

The molecules jumping into the holes have the gas
like degrees of freedom, i. e. , they move around^in 
the free volume 卩一 Vs, wich is the total volume of 
the holes.

The remaining molecules N~NQ V— VJ)/V~NQ Vs 
/ V) have the solid-like degrees of freedom, i. e. , they 
vibrate at the stable positions just like Einstein oscil
lators in the solid.

The partition functions for the solid-like and for 
the gas-like molecule are expressed as

q，= 飞리烏广 - b,..............................(7),

and
火=一(으쯰喜竺一 . (V—K) • bs.......... (8),

respectively, where 0 is Einstein characteristic tempe
rature, and b is the interatomic vibrational and the 
molecular rotational partition function. The subscripts 
s and g stand for the solid-like and the gas-like mo
lecules, respectively.
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Then, the partition function for the liquid becomes

In equation®), the first combination factor is the 
positional degneracy for the solid-like molecules^ 
because the number of the tot시 available sites for the 
N(V/V) distinguishable solid-Kke molecules is N+ 
N(V—卩)/K=N(V/K), and the last factor results 
from the indistinguishability of the gas-like molecules. 
The ground state energy for the solid-like molecules, 
Est is not a constant, but it slightly depends on the 
environment of the molecules as given hy

ET+Ed............................................. (10)

where Ec is a constant which stands for the interact
ion energy due to the neare아 neighboring molecules, 
and Ed stands for the interaction energy due to the 
second neighbors which are existed across the Holes 
and therefore Ed is multiple proportional to the pro
bability for the holes to come to th은 nearest neighb
oring positions of the molecule, (U—卩s)/】'，and to 
the one for the other molecules to come to the neigh
boring positions of the holes which are already in 
contact with the molecule under consideration, VJV, 
i. e., Ed is proportional to (V—K)/V '(K/K)・ 
Then, equation(lO) is expressed as

瓦=&&(卩一K)/V・(K/卩)...................(ID
where a is the proportionality constant.

C. Calculation of the thermodynamic properties.

From equations(6) and(9) and by using Stirling's 
approximation for the factorials, Helmholtz free ene

rgy is obtained as
A=— "方zQ= — (RT/x){C+y

+ Q—Z)(D+如)}....................................... (12)
where C=E/(RT) — 3 In (1 一厂8〃) +班 bs,

£)="_也卷P翌_ . 亠以 bg, y^x2 Inx2

一G注一 1) In (安一 1) +a(.r—1)/je2 and a^=a/{RT). 
Vapor pressure and entropy are given as

F = ~(崙)r, 广쮸: ' QW" "
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—3+1)血3—D+关笋“-詩
X2

—(C-D + 1)}......................................... (13)
-and
J(汛f nlf弩摆

+ Zn 奴누 丁히薄으*矽 击 x2—(x2~l) In (zr2—1)

+ d (D + L5+T0芻绥十 同……(14), 

respectively.
The parameters Ec, 6 and a can be obtained at a 

low temperature (such as triple point), at which the 
vapor in equilibrium with the liquid behaves as an 
ideal gas, by using the equations(12), (13) and (14) 
only if the observed data of the vapor pressure, the 
molar v시ume of the liquid and the entropy of the 
liquid at the chosen temperature are available, since 
the Helmholtz free energy of the liquid at the tempe
rature can be obtained from the equilibrium condition 
between the liquid and the vapor

Ar\-PV^Ag^PVg......................................(15)
where the subscripts I and g stand for the liquid and 
the vapor, respectively.

Using equation(12), at an arbitrary temperature under 
consideration, Helmholtz free energy, At is calculated 
for various values of volume, V, ranging from the 
liquid region to the vapor region and it is plotted 
against V. Then, the negative slope of the common 
tangential line between the two re흥ions gives the vapor 
pressure at the temperature. And the tangential points 
at the liquid region and at the vapor region give the 
molar volumes of the liquid and the vapor, respecti
vely, at the temperature. For a more accurate value 
of the liquid molar volume, the vapor pressure just 

obtained is introduced into equation (13) and solved 
for 卩.

The entropies of the liquid and the vapor can easily 
be found from equation(14) only if the molar volumes 
are known. Then, the entropy of vaporization is 
given by the difference of the entropies,

, SvaP”. ...................................................................
At the critical point, the following conditions are 

satisfied simultaneously；

(籍)T, 广。G유)7■，广。

.............................................................(17)
From equations (13) and (17), the following equ

ations are obtaind:

1 +丄
T=当0. 5+0. 25Z-J——字』.r 二

.............................................................(18)

c—3) T Z

D RT x2 , z+1 _ 2

+ 专으，湯」........................................(20)

Solving equations (18) and (19) simultaneously for 
T and Vt critical temperature and critical volume 
can be found, and then, critical pressure is obtained 
from equation(20).

The calculated thermodynamic properties of various 
liquids, which are compared with the experimental 
data at the various temperatures, are listed in Tables 
1 and 2.

EntropyTABLE I. Molar Volume, Vapor Pressure and

Temperature, (°K) Molar volume, (cc) Vapor pressure, (atm) Entropy of vaporization, (eu)

of Vaporization.

1. Argon (A).
Km. 咯房.10 쇠% Pcalc. 5 10 4% 砒 r. 사〃.11 /%

83. 96(") 28. 03 28. 03 0. 00 0. 6739 0. 6739 0. 00 19.43 19. 43 0.00
87. 49(爲) 28. 52 28. 69 -0. 59 1.0112 1.000 1.12 18. 34 18. 65 一1.66
97. 76 30. 40 30.15 0.83 2. 754 2.682 2. 68 15. 38

师=24. 98 cc} £j=1750- 0 cal, ©=335.1 cal, Q=44. 83°K, bs=bg= 1 -•(21)

2. Benzen (C5H6).
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vcalc. 1爲.10 /% Fcalc. P 사% 11 4膈. 4S 妳 11 』％

278. 675 (匸) 87. 29 87. 29 0- 00 0.04718 0. 04718 0. 00 29. 78 29. 78 0. 00
328.15 93. 33 92-80 0. 57 0. 4304 0. 4302 0. 05 23. 65 23. 40 1.07
353. 25 (Tb) 96. 94 95. 92 1. 06 1. 0061 1. 000 0. 61 21.12 20. 83 1. 39
423.15 109.8 106.8 2. 81 5. 890 5. 70 3. 33 15. 29 14. 88 2. 76

项卩s=77・00 cc, 8=9756. 2 cal, tz=3809. 7 cal, J50. 03°K,吃寥壮=6. 435 x 10'114 g- cm2,
2 30

奴 (1--广仃)3広 1 and bg=—e^2kTy\iAiBicy^2 30 1
_「「 . 1 ••(22)]一g~Av i ；kT 12 A3

3. Acetone (CH3—CO—CH3).

以 c. 卩血.10 Pcalc. F血.11 /% E.11 /%

178. 35 (Tf) 63.64 63. 48 0. 25 2. 60xl0-!5 ... 48. 82
273.15 71.49 71.49 0. 00 0. 09133 0. 09133 0. 00 28. 64 28. 64 0. 00
329. 35 (TQ 77.69 77. 44 0. 32 1. 0097 1. 000 0. 97 21.88 21.96 —0. 36
373.15 83. 80 83. 81 -0. 01 3. 722 3. 67 1.42 17- 81 17. 56 1.42

侦K=59. 96 cc, 8=9398.1 cal, q=4647. 4 cal, 〃=48. 66앗 ”5匕=1・3 다8x10「e g. cm2, B—920 cal,
r=5.3x!0~40 g. cm2,

bs (l-e-。
22

仃)3 Kl ] .
]_厂 h•丿 i /kT

S^TkT 
9r

■Z'eB,，RT anc1 bs~ -느刀(8兀吳

가厂 ———
22 -J

T「_____±.2] l 一厂肝 FIT
응应 FkT

9Aa 冗 e
B/RT............ -C23)

4. Chloroform (CHC1J).

Um. 咯如10 瘀 P calc. 吗矗10 』％ 厶 Sh". 迎血.11 /%

209. 65 (二) 72. 32 72. 60 -0. 39 0.000895 39. 72
273. 15 78. 22 78. 22 0. 00 0. 08026 0. 08026 0. 00 28. 28 28. 28 0. 00
334. 35 (TQ 85. 53 84. 75 0. 92 1. 0165 1.000 1.65 21-12 21.07 0.24
373.15 91. 34 89. 99 1. 50 3.116 3,197 —2- 53 17.61 17. 66 一0- 28

1Qys=67. 00 cc, Es=9327. 5 cal, <2=4096*1 cal, 5=3L 20°K, 14IaIbIc^ 286x10* g- cm?,

(1 一。

9
g)3 Xi ］一厂酢i /kT

and h 一 ^KsekTraAiBicy!2duU U g-------------- - "3 月^---------

9
卩二一一• -1 I一e

1_____
~hv • ikr .................. ••…(24)

5. Carbon disulfide (CS2).

V calc. vobs.10 J% Pcalc. Pobs.11 厶％ calc. 刀 11 J%

223. 15 55. 47 55. 74 —0- 48 0. 00931 0. 00934 -0. 32 32.12
273.15 58. 88 58. 88 0. 00 0-1675 0.1675 0. 00 24. 92 24. 92 0. 00
310. 40 ⑺) 62. 54 62. 27 0- 43 1. 0095 1. 000 0. 95 20.13 20. 05 0. 40
373.15 67- 67 67. 65 0. 03 4. 383 4. 42 -0. 84 15. 86 15. 41 2. 92

1。邕=吟 GO cc,

bs~ -7—————(1 一厂

瓦=8104. 6 cal, a=4396- 9 cal,
4 1

g)2 土 1—厂”5 and ls

H=34.11°K,】叮=626. 2 x IO-40
&叮kT寺 1

2h2 'Li l—e—hvi/"

g. cm2,

“(25)
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6. Chlorine (CL)

膈. V io* obs. 4% Pcalc. Pm 11 』％ 10 /%

172.12 (“) 41. 57 41. 57 0. 00 0. 01374 0. 01374 0. 00 31- 69 31. 69 0. 00

193.15 43. 00 42. 58 0- 99 0. 07634 0. 07606 0. 37 27. 40
239.05 (TO 46. 65 45- 45 2. 64 1. 0040 1. 000 0. 40 20.51 20- 41 0. 49
273. 15 50. 02 48. 31 3. 54 3. 678 3.644 0. 93 16-71

"K=37. 32cc, 瓦=6071. 0 cal, a~=2859. 0 cal, 0=45. 50°K, ［叮=116. 3x1" g- cm2,
, 1 1 and bg~—S^2IkT 1 .....(26)
bl 一(IF"i、）2 가。 ［一

7. Ammonia (NH3)

- —

皿. 膈11 刀％ P calc. 已庭11 /% ^S£aic. 4$血.11 /%

195- 45 (“) 23. 20 23. 20 0. 00 0. 0605 0. 8605 0. CO 30. 94 30. 94 0. 00

213.15 23. 88 23. 86 0. 08 0. 2178 0. 2161 0. 79 27- 61 27. 60 0. 04

239 75 CTfc) 25. 03 24- 98 0. 20 0. 9977 L 000 一 0. 23 23. 47 23. 24 0. 99

253.15 25. 67 25.61 0. 23 1.871 1.877 -0. 32 21.67 21.37 1.40

16V,=20. 57 cc,瓦=6394.0 cal, a=3035.8 cal, 0=165. 35°K, 518xl0~119 g. cm2,
b 一 1 유 1 and b _宀2(8盲成严佬 十 __1__.............................(27)bs(1—厂”丁)厂］二 1 一厂”弗厂 nd bg 3方3 七j _厂3口

8. Water (H20)
—

veaIc. Pcalc. Pm广 /% 8Sc 이 c. 4S 사“.11 /%

273.15 (匸) 18. 019 18. 019 0.00 0.006029 0.006029 0. 00 39. 32 39. 32 0. 00

277.15 18. 017 18. 017 0. 00 0. 008020 0. 008028 -0.10 38.60 38. 57 0. 08

283.15 18. 028 18. 021 0. 04 0.01210 0.01212 -0.17 37.64 37- 58 0.16

293.15 18.074 18. 048 0.14 0.02303 0.02307 -0.17 36. 07 35. 95 0. 33

333.15 18. 494 18. 324 0. 93 0.1970 0.1966 0. 20 30. 63 30. 47 0. 53
373.15 (.Tb) 19.161 18. 799 1.93 1. 0042 1.0000 0. 42 26. 24 26. 05 0. 73

423-15 20.258 19. 641 3.14 4.693 ' 4. 696 -0. 06 21.77 21.46 1.44

伊=233. 24 °K9 r=0. 022811 cc, 19IAIBIc=-5. 798xlO^lzo兀=16.78 cc, E,-10873 cal, a=3510. 7 cal, 
g. cm2.

The structure of liquid water has long been a sub
ject of great interest because of the several unu
sual physical properties such as the high melting and 
the boiling points compared with the other hydrides 
o£ oxygen family, the decrease of the molar volume 
upon melting and the subsequent contraction between 
0 and 4°C etc.

Various models for liquid water have been proposed 
by many workers'⑵.It has been considered that the 
anomalous physical properties are due to the existance 

of hydrogen bond in liquid water just like in ice-I(20).
Due to the existance of the hydrogen bonds and 

the holes introduced among the molecules, which is 
considered in the present theory, the total number of 
available sites for the solid-like molecules can not be 
equal to N(V/U$), but it is equal to N(V*/V；), 
where Vs, V, Vff and V* are the molar volumes of 
ice-I-like, liquid water, ice-皿-like and the one if 
each site in the liquid were occupied just as in the 
ice-n-like, respectively. V-V* is assumed to be inv-
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ersely proportional to the number of holes, N(V*— 
Na、introduced in the liquid,

V一卩*=0/(6* 一 1)........................................ (28)
where y is the proportionality constant, and

CNt*〕' r pE$'RT

3吝予函二프?”-""叮
.(2荷展丁)3/2 ey* b

.......... (30)

护 = 1저/'Kr ................................................(29).
Since the numbers of the solid-like and the gas-like

where

molecules become N(l/z*) and Nil—丄)

麥/
respect

h _____ ±_____TT____ 丄_____
s——。二由)厂 J1, 了二3為5

ively, the partition function for liquid water is expe- 
ressed as

and

堪=뜨丄气8芯气丁)戒(LA")作辛 1
—————匡—j二苛顽7元 3心)

商

TABLE II. Critical Properties of Various Liquids.

Substance,
Critical temperature(°K), Critical Pressure(atm), Critical volume(cc)

Calc. Obs.1L J% Calc. Obs.11 Calc. Obs.11 /%

A 147.0 150,7 一2.46 45.8
64.1

48-0 -4.6 86.5 75.3 14.9
c6h6 588.5 562.2 4. 68 48.6 31.9 278.6 260.5 6.95
(ch3)2co 557.5 508.7 9. 59 80.6 46.6 73-0 219.4 212-8 3.10
chci3 568.1 项536.1 5.97 72.0 243.6 10231.4 5. 27
cs2 601.2 552.2 8. 87 104.4 78 33.8 178.3 173.1 3.00
CL 438.1 417.2 5. 01 98.5 76.1 29.4 135-1 123.8 9.13
nh3 448.2 405.5 10.5 183.7 111-3 65.0 74.6 73.0 2.19
h2o 711.2 647.4 9. 85 345.7 218.3 58.4 60.0 56.3 6. 57

D. Viscosity of liquid.

The viscous flow in liquid occurs through an activ
ated state. For the viscous flow with relatively small 
shear force, the viscosity of liquid is expressed as(2i

尸一승으 &...............................................⑶)

where 2 and 爲 are the distance between two equilib
rium positions in the direction of motion and the 
one between two shear planes, respectively; 2223 is 
average area per molecule in the shear plane and 
K후 is an equilibrium constant between the initial 
state and the activated state.

U끄也' 一[으二. 頒i(t)n__ 1一I 冷 ，， 可(Nd—，〕!

.................................................................... (33)

where Ea is the molar activation energy, which is 
assumed to be poportional to the number of the neig
hboring molecules, i. e.,

Ea~£ •...................................................................

£ being the proportionality constant. Assuming 爲= 

為=;(3=(V/N)仍 and 人=2商(V/N)기% which is the 

shortest distance between the molecules in the closest 
packing, the viscosity of the liquid is given by

H. Pak(2I) has given the latter as follows：

K*=s . (-备卜 s(■으쁘肖-으翳卜E
77— —

2
舟늞一 A (2WT)m g](T)
了二戶万J I a J

where Q and Q* are the partition functions for the
........................................................................(35)

initial state and for the activated state, respectively, 
and in the latter the translational degree of freedom 
in the direction of the motion is missed. The partition
function for the activated state can be expressed as

CjVJ!6=________ 1% :_________ r .方#
一〔N罚加-弔十〔E歹'〕

or

Ziv = -3ZnlO + L 15287— -竺士포 0n K + 以 空)

+ §{—Zn (1—e ”)十愆一 1)(一2. 69086

+ 끼十-頒苏須 5 in poise)…

............................ . ..................................(35-a)
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where M is thr molecular weight.

The viscosities for various liquids are calculated at 
various temperatures by using equation (35) and com
pared them with the experimental data in Table 3.

7. Ammonia. e=1409. 3 cal

195.45 5.11
213.15 3.75
239.75 2.60 2.60 0.00
253.15 2.24

TABLE 3. The Viscosity of Liquid at Various 

Temperatures.

Temperature, 
(°K)

Viscosity x 103 (poise), /%Calc. Obs.10

1. Argon. e=456.9 cal

83.96 2. 86 2. S62Z 0.00
87. 49 2. 53 2. 51 0. 80
97.76 1.84 1.82 1.10

2. Benzene. e=2402.1 cal

278.675 8.157 8.157 0- 00
328.15 4.135 4.115 0. 49
353. 25 3.183 3.167 0. 51
423.15 1.851 1.801 2. 78

3. Acetone. e=1847. 4 cal

178. 35 23- 76
273.15 3. 950 3. 950 0. 00
329. 35 2. 353 2. 326 1.16
373.15 1.783 1.656 7. 67

4. Chloroform. ==1979.6 cal

209. 65 21. 38
273.15 6. 985 6. 985 o. 00
334. 35 3. 716 3.854 -3.58
373.15 2.817 2. 862 T57

5. Carbon disulfide. e=1556.9 cal

223.15 7. 482. *6.884 8. 69
273.15 4. 294 4. 294 0. 00
319. 40 3. 083 3. 053 0.98
373.15 2. 372 *2. 210 7. 33

6. Chlorine. £=1447.7 cal

172.12 11.93 *10.05 18.7
193.15 7. 58 7. 58 0.0
239. 05 3. 88 *4.81 -19.3
273.15 2.79 *3. 92 -28.8

8. Water, e—3113.3 cal

273.15
293.15

17. 938
11.467

17.938
10.087

0. 00
13.68

333.15 5.409 4.699 15.11
373.15 2.981 2.839 5- 00

The extrapolated value,

The viscosity of liquid water is calculated by using 
the following equation:

In ” = 一3 In 10-0. 23343- 1<ZnVg + Zn^*)
3z*

+§(—+ 2. 69086

+ -—ZnM-r 专 Zn 끼 + x*^RT

(7)in poise)........................................................
In equation(35-D),爲=^2—J?3=(V*/N)1/3 and 2= 

w-21/6-(V*/ N)U3 are assumed, where w is a param
eter which is taken equal to 2.

III. Discussion.

In Eyring's significant liquid structure theory, an 
ambiguous positional degeneracy factor has been inclu
ded, which has been debated by many workers”，'). 
The difficult problem is solved in this paper, and the 
new partition function derived is applicable not only 
to the thermodynamic property but also to the trans
port property.

The calculated values of the properties and the ex
perimental data are in excellent agreements at the va
rious temperatures covering the whole liquid range.

W. Ahn et 诚⑵)have applied their liquid theory to 
binary liquid system correcting the ground state ene
rgy of the system. The similar method can also be 
used to derive the partition ^function for the binary 
liquid system by using equation©).

In 응eneral, the partition function for n- component 
liquid system can be expressed as

으— g!

力〔汕느〕!〔他—硬〕!
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身•이®‘

{S^kTYL g_ .妃孑，(2)1......(36) 

where 畐 is the mole fraction of the component i in 
the solution and x—V/Vs, V and V； being the total 
molar volume of the solution and the mean molar 
volume of the solids,

气=立咨％...................................................(37),
i — V

respectively.
&i，bsi, and are the same ones as in equation©) 

for the component i or the solution.
The ground state energy of the solid-like molecules 

of the component i in the solution, E*, can be given 
as follows;

•%•=与政［+ 客洁-丄 '- (38) 

where Ec(-； is the interaction energy between the neig
hboring molecules of the components i and j, which 
can be determined by using the equilibrium condition 
between the liquid solution and the vapor at a chosen 
temperature,

WZ)=‘％(g).....................................................(39)

where z = l, 2,...... 儿
From equations (1) through (6) and equation (36), 

the rate constant for the chemical reaction can be 
determined.

This is not a final research on the 시】emical kinet
ics in liquid solution. Further studies on the multi
component liquid system and on the reaction mechan
ism have to be done.
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